ENGLISH SECTION

Emergency first aid
In October 2006 , I had the chance to render emergency
first aid (C7 & heart) together with my husband and youngest son
( C5, C4 and lungs ) while we were trapped in a faulty lift in Low
Yat Plaza for half an hour. The lift suddenly tumbled down with
great force. There were around 19 of us cramped in the small
lift and ventilation was poor and it was during the fasting month.
This stranger (a Malay gentleman in his mid 30’s) was about to
pass out/faint. I assured him that I had learnt natural healing by
directing and channeling the universal energy without monetary
gain, religion and politics involved. After adjusting him for 15
minutes, he informed us that he was feeling alright but we adjusted
him until help arrived.
Illness of Spiritual nature (Pseudo mental illness)
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At our Serdang Centre, we had a special case involving
unseen beings/spirits. The first time I and another volunteer
adjusted her, once my hand was placed on her C7 & heart, she
immediately responded with non-stop loud barking sounds even
after adjustments ended. This barking was very loud, fierce and
terrifying that most volunteers were afraid to adjust her. On her
third visit, I confirmed that she had been bothered by the spirits
on top of her heart and breathing problem. She was afraid that
she would not be adjusted for the above condition. I told her to
persevere and assure that it is my responsibility to help her because
I had personally gone through nightmares and disturbances from
the spirits since childhood. Initially, my hands, shoulders, neck
and elbows were very numb, tired, and painful during and after
adjusting her because I had to hold her body weight (due to her
constant struggling) alone most of the time as nobody dare to adjust
her and adjustment was done in a separate section of the centre in

order not to distract other patients. After several adjustments, her
barking got more intense and terrifying at times. With my true
sincere and compassionate heart, the spirit was willing to listen to
my advices and instructions. I managed to communicate with the
spirit through her nodding or shaking her head and I had to guess
all the way through. At times she was in a complete trance-like
state. I encouraged her to learn Longevitology in Gua Musang
in October 2006. In Gua Musang our teacher from Taiwan Mr.
Chai, I and a few others adjusted her daily and it was a guessing
and jigsaw puzzle game. Teacher Chai and I had to do a lot of
counseling on compassion, forgiveness, repentance, letting go
to her and the spirit. The spirit that had bothered her for more
than 10 years promised to leave her body on the last day of the
class. Presently she appeared normal during adjustments despite of
some soft burping sound due to wind and negative thoughts and
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depression of many years and she is still physically feeling tired.
Severe depression
Case 1:
Somewhere, in January 2007, my youngest brother was
suffering from sudden onset of severe depression. His faced was pale,
very yellow and he looked completely blank, distressed and very
depressed. With the assistance of one of my fellow Longevitology
sister, we adjusted his C7, C6, medulla oblongata and whole head
for 3 hours. After the adjustment, he looked normal and regained
his consciousness and appetite. With several times of adjustments,
advice from his doctor, counseling from us and prayers performed
by Honorable Ven. Dhammaratana, he is now feeling better.

